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SOME RELATIONS BETWEEN NONEXPANSTVE AND ORDER

PRESERVING MAPPINGS1

MICHAEL G. CRANDALL AND LUC TARTAR

Abstract. It is shown that nonlinear operators which preserve the integral are

order preserving if and only if they are nonexpansive in Ll and that those which

commute with translation by a constant are order preserving if and only if they are

nonexpansive in L°°. Examples are presented involving partial differential equa-

tions, difference approximations and rearrangements.

Introduction. Let ñ be a measure space equipped with a nonnegative measure.

We write /n/for the integral over fi of / E Lx(ü). Some years ago we observed, in

a discussion of the Carleman equations (see §3), that if T is a mapping in L'(ß)

which conserves the integral, i.e.,

fn/)-// 0)
then T is nonexpansive if and only if it is order preserving. To be more precise, let

/ V g = max (/, g) and r+ = r V 0. We have

Proposition 1. Let C c L'(ß) have the property that fl g E C implies f \y g E

C. Let T: C -» LX(Q) satisfy (1) for f E C. Then the following three properties of T

are equivalent:

(a)/, g EC andf < g a.e. implies T(f) < T(g) a.e.,

0) Ja(T(f) - T(g))+ < fQ(f - g)+ forf, g EC,
(c) fa\T(f) - T(g)\ < fQ\f-g\forf,gE C.

Recently, for all its simplicity, Proposition 1 was useful in the study of difference

approximations of scalar conservation laws [2] so we have decided to present it

here together with the parallel result for L°°(B).

Proposition 2. Let C c L°°(B) have the property that f, g E C implies f + \\(g -

f)+\\L~m E C. Let T: C ̂  L°°(SI) satisfy

Ifr E R+,/ E C andf + r E C, then T(f + r) - T(f) + r. (2)

TAtT! the following three properties of T are equivalent.

(a)/, g G C andf < g a.e. implies T(f) < T(g) a.e.,

(b)(T(f) - T(g))+ < ||(/- g)+\\L~{Q)a.e.forf,g E C,

(c) \T(f) - T(g)\ < \\f-g\\L.m a.e. forf, g E C.
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These results are proved in §1 where remarks about variations are also made.

Simple but interesting examples are indicated in §2.

1. The proofs.

Proof of Proposition 1. Assuming that (1) holds we show (a) => (b) =* (c) => (a).

Let /, g G C. Then f\/ g = g + (f — g)* G C by assumption and, if (a) holds,

T(f V g)-T(g)> 0. Moreover, T(f) - T(g) < T(f V g) ~ T(g). Thus we have

(T(f) - T(g))+ < T(f Vg)- T(g). Using this and (1) yields

/ (T(f) - T(g))+ < f (T(fVg) - T(g))=f (fVg-g) = [ (f-g)+ ,
Ja Ja Ja Ja

and we have shown (a) => (b). That (b) => (c) is trivial for, assuming (b),

f in/) - T(g)\=[ (T(f) - T(g))+ +f (T(g) - T(f))+
Ja Ja Ja

</ (f-g)++f (g-f)+=f\f-g\-
Ja jq jq

Finally, if /, g G C,f > g and (c) holds, the identity 2s + = \s\ + s and (1) imply

2 [ (T(g) - 7ï/))+ = f \T(g) - T(f)\ + f (T(g) - T(f))
jq Ja Ja

< f\g-n + f (g-f)-o,
and so T(g) < T(f) a.e.

Proof of Proposition 2. Assuming that (2) holds we show (a) => (b) => (c) => (a).

Let f,g G C.  Then  g + \\(f - g)+||i-m e C  by  assumption  and g + \\(f -

£)+ llz.-(Q) >/V« a.e. Thus (a) and (2) imply

(T(f) - T(g)y < T(g + \\(f-g)+ \\L.m) - T(g) = ||(/- g)+ \\L.m   a.e.,

which is (b). The imphcation (b) => (c) is immediate as in the previous case. To

prove (c) =>(a), let/ < g a.e. Then using (2) and (c) with r = \\(g - /)+||i,-(Q) =

ll£-/llz.»(a)wehave

IIT(f) - T(g) + r\\L.m = \\T(f+r) - T(g)\\L„w

< \\(f - g) + r\\L-m < r.

This imphes T(f) — T(g) < 0 a.e., which is the desired result.

Various generalizations of these results are possible. We next state one of some

interest. Let X, Y be vector lattices and X^, Xy be nonnegative linear functionals on

X, Y respectively.

Proposition 3. Let C G X andf, g G C imply f y g G C. Let T: C -► Y satisfy

XY(T(f)) = Xx(f)   forfGC. (3)

Then (a) => (b) => (c) where (a), (b), (c) are the properties:

(a)/, gGCandf < g imply T(f) < T(g),

(b)Xy((T(/) - T(g))+) < Xx((f- gy)forf,gG C,

(c)Xy(\T(f)- T(g)\) < Xx(\f - g\).
Moreover, ifXY(f) > Oforf > 0, then (a), (b), (c) are equivalent.
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The proof is the same as that of Proposition 1. Proposition 2 admits analogous

"vector-valued" generalizations. In particular, T may be a mapping T: C c L°°(fl)

-» L°°(Sl') with distinct measure spaces ß, SI'. In another spirit, if (a) in Proposition

3 is replaced by the requirement that T + y I be order preserving for some y E R+

and (3) holds, then one deduces that

XY((T(f) - T(g))+) < (1 + y)Xx(f- g)+ +yXx(g~f)+ ■

If (2) in Proposition 2 is replaced by T(f + r) < T(f) + yr for every r E R+ and

some y E R+, then (a) implies that (T(f) - T(g))+ < y\\(f - g)+||L-(i2) a.e. Simi-

larly, if (1) is replaced by fQT(f + A) < ¡aT(f) + yfah for A > 0 and some

y E R+, then Ja(T(f) - T(g))+ < yfa(f - g)+ if T is order preserving. These

cases (and probably their vector-valued versions) occur in applications.

All the above could be reformulated in terms of the conditions satisfied by

7(A) = T(A + g) — T( g) where g E C is held fixed to obtain variants. For exam-

ple, if / preserves the integral, then J(h)+ < J(h+) for each A implies that

SaJ(h)+ < fQh+ and /^(A)" < Un~~ for eacn n which implies that f\J(h)\ <

/a|A| which in turn implies that J preserves the nonnegative (respectively, nonposi-

tive) functions. We will refrain from more remarks of this sort.

2. Examples. We informally indicate a few examples. The origin of these remarks

was the system of equations (called the Carleman equations)

[u, + ux + (u2 - v2) = 0,

U - vx + (v2 - u2) = 0,

which are to be solved subject to initial conditions

u(x, 0) = u0(x),

v(x,0) = v0(x) (5)

where u0, v0 E L'(R)+. Assuming (as is the case: [4], [6], [7]) that this problem is

solvable in a reasonable sense for u(t, x), v(t, x) we have (formally)

d_
dt ,

f (u(t, x) + v(t, x))dx= f (u, + v,)dx= f (-ux + vx) dx = 0
Jo Jd Jn

and so

[ (u(t, x) + v(t, x))dx = f (k0(*) + v0(x)) dx. (6)
•'r •'r

Letting X: LX(R) X L'(R) -> R be given by X(f, g) = /R(/ + g) dx. (6) means that

X(S(t)(u0, v0)) = X(u0, v0), where S(t) is the semigroup associated with (4), (5). That

is, 5(i)(«o> vo) = ("('> ')> u('' '))• Hence, by Proposition 3, S(t) is order preserving

if and only if it is nonexpansive in L!(R)+ X LX(R)+ (and it is both).

We next briefly illustrate in a simple case the relation to [2]. Consider the

problem u, + f(u)x = 0 where /: R-»R is C1. The Lax-Friedrich's difference

approximation to this equation is

u?+x =uS~^x~ (f(uAi) - f(uf-i)) + \ (uf+i + uf-i - 2vf\
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which we rewrite as í/n+1 = G(U") where G maps sequences U = {Uj}jti_œ to

sequences according to

G{u)j = UJ - 2Ä7 (/(^+,) -&uj-¿) + \ (^ti + uj-i - 2uj)-

Let /, be the space of summable sequences {UJ}Ji._oa with the usual ordering,

a < 0 < b, and C = {U G lx: a < Uj < b for ally}. Clearly
00 00

2  g(u)j= 2   Uj.
y —-oo 7 ——oo

Moreover, G is clearly order preserving on C if 1 > (A//Ax)|/'(r)| for a < r < b.

Hence, by Proposition 1, G is also nonexpansive in this case.

Next consider the initial value problem

Í u, + /(grad u) = 0,     í>0,x£ R",

1 «(0, x) = «„(*), x G RN,

where /: R^ -► R. From the form of (7) one expects that if S(t) is the associated

semigroup (see, e.g., [3], [5], [10]) then S(t)(u0 + r) = S(t)u0 + r for each r, and

this is indeed the case. Hence we have a quite nontrivial mapping with the property

(2). It is both order preserving and nonexpansive in LX'(RN), and one property

follows from the other via Proposition 2. The results analogous to [2] for this case

are being developed, as are analogous results for equations of the class u, — A<p(w)

= 0 where <p: R -» R is nondecreasing. (The associated semigroup here often

satisfies (1) or its generalizations.)

We offer nonincreasing rearrangements as our last example. Let ß be a measure

space with ft the associated measure and cbea Borel measure on (0, oo) such that

r -» »»((0, /•)) is a homeomorphism of (0, oo). If / > 0 is measurable on ß then there

is exactly one right-continuous nonincreasing function /*: (0, oo)-»[0, oo] for

which

v{r G (0, oo): f*(r) > a] = n{w Sß:/(w) > a)

for a > 0. This f* is called the nonincreasing rearragement of / (with respect to v).

Two particular cases of interest are v((0, r)) = r (Lebesgue measure) and »»((0, /■)) =

cNrN where cN is the volume of the unit ball in R^ (see, e.g., [8, p. 184], [9, p. 189]).

In the latter case/* can be regarded as a decreasing radial function on R^ with the

same distribution function as / Define T(f) = f*. It is immediate from the

definition that T is order preserving. Moreover, for every continuous function g:

R+ -» R+ we have

fC°g(T(f))dv=f g(f)dtL, (8)
■'o -'s

since T(f) and / have the same distribution function. (Both sides of (8) may be

+ 00.) Thus T takes Lp(¡t)+ to Lp(v)+ for 1 < p < oo and preserves the integral.

Moreover it is immediate from the definition that T(f + c) = T(f) + c for c G

R+. Hence Tis nonexpansive from Lp(n)+ to Lp(v)+ forp = 1, oo. In fact, if

j: [0, oo ] -»[0, oo ] is convex, lower semicontinuous andj(O) = 0,        (9)
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then

Cj((T(f) - T(g)) + )dv < f j((S~g)+)dp (10)
•'o Ja

whenever/, g > 0 and Jaj(f) dp., faj(g) dp. < oo. This follows from a variant of a

result of Brezis and Strauss [1].

Proposition 4. Let SI, SI' be measure spaces with measures p., v respectively. Let K:

L\p)+ -* L\v)+ satisfy

[  \K(f) - K(g)\ dv< f \f-g\ dp   forflgE Lx(p)+ (11)
JQ' Ja

and

K(f) < ||/IL-(M)   a.e. vforf E Ll(p)+ . (12)

Then for eachj as in (9) andf E Lx( p)+,

f j(K(f))dv< (j(f)dp. (13)
Jq' jü

The idea of the proof is as follows: Let t > 0,f E Lx(p)+ and set A =/A '•

Then A < t and so K(h) < t a.e. v by (12). Hence (K(f) - t)+ < (K(f) - K(h))+

and so, by (11),

f (K(f) - t)* dv<(  (K(f) - K(h))+ dv< [ \f-h\dp= [ (f- t)+ dp.
JQ' Ja' Ja Ja

Next one integrates this inequality with respect to the measure dj'(t) and uses

(properly interpreted) the identity

j(r) = T (r - t)+df(t) + rf(0+)
Jo

to find (13).

To apply Proposition 4 to prove (10) we fix g E Lx(p)+ n Lco(p)+ and set

K(f) = (T(f) - T(g))+. Then (11) and (12) follow from what we have shown

above. Thus (10) holds for / E Lx(p)+ and g as above. For the general case,

choose fn, gn E Lm(p)+ n Lx(p)+ increasing to /, g as n —> oo, note that/(|/n -

¿fj) < AS) VJ(g) and use the dominated convergence theorem and Fatou's *

lemma.

It seems unlikely that (10) is not in print, but we do not know a reference. R.

Turner points out that it may be deduced from approximation by simple functions

in a straightforward (but not simpler) way. Here it is exhibited as a special case of

general facts. We also felt it worthwhile to recall the useful and simple ideas

represented by Proposition 4 and its proof, as they are perhaps not as well known

as they deserve to be.
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